Deriving a cochlear transducer function from low-frequency modulation of distortion product otoacoustic emissions.
In this paper, a new method is introduced to derive a cochlear transducer function from measuring distortion product otoacoustic emissions (DPOAEs). It is shown that the cubic difference tone (CDT, 2f1-f2) is produced from the odd-order terms of a power series that approximates a nonlinear function characterizing cochlear transduction. Exploring the underlying mathematical formulation, it is found that the CDT is proportional to the third derivative of the transduction function when the primary levels are sufficiently small. DPOAEs were measured from nine gerbils in response to two-tone signals biased by a low-frequency tone with different amplitudes. The CDT magnitude was obtained at the peak regions of the bias tone. The results of the experiment demonstrated that the shape of the CDT magnitudes as a function of bias levels was similar to the absolute value of the third derivative of a sigmoidal function. A second-order Boltzmann function was derived from curve fitting the CDT data with an equation that represents the third derivative of the Boltzmann function. Both the CDT-bias function and the derived nonlinear transducer function showed effects of primary levels. The results of the study indicate that the low-frequency modulated DPOAEs can be used to estimate the cochlear transducer function.